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abstract: Emigration is a fundamental process affecting species’
local, regional, and large-scale dynamics. The paradigmatic view in
ecology is that emigration is density independent (DIE) or positive
density dependent (1DDE). However, alternative forms are biologically plausible, including negative (2DDE), U-shaped (uDDE), and
hump-shaped (hDDE) forms. We reviewed the empirical literature
to assess the frequency of different forms of density-dependent emigration and whether the form depended on methodology. We also
developed a reaction-diffusion model to illustrate how different forms
of DDE can affect patch-level population persistence. We found 145 studies, the majority representing DIE (30%) and 1DDE (36%). However,
we also regularly found 2DDE (25%) and evidence for nonlinear
DDE (9%), including one case of uDDE and two cases of hDDE. Nonlinear DDE detection is likely hindered by the use of few density levels
and small density ranges. Based on our models, DIE and 1DDE promoted stable and persistent populations. uDDE and 2DDE generated
an Allee effect that decreases minimum patch size. Last, 2DDE and
hDDE models yielded bistability that allows the establishment of populations at lower densities. We conclude that the emigration process can
be a diverse function of density in nature and that alternative DDE
forms can have important consequences for population dynamics.
Keywords: Allee effect, dispersal, movement model, negative density
dependence, patch dynamics, population persistence.

Introduction
Emigration of organisms is a key process affecting colonization (Amarasekare 1998; Clobert et al. 2009), minimum
patch size (Poethke and Hovestadt 2002), local densities,
population stability (Hanski 1999), and species coexistence
(Levins and Culver 1971; Cadotte et al. 2006). From a
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regional or metapopulation perspective, the magnitude of
dispersal affects spatial synchrony and is fundamental to
population persistence (Anholt 1995; Hanski 1999; Hanski
and Gilpin 1997; Ims and Yaccoz 1997) and range expansion (Altwegg et al. 2013). As in the classic work of Levins
(1969), early metapopulation models assumed densityindependent emigration (DIE; e.g., Levins 1974; Pacala and
Roughgarden 1982; Shmida and Ellner 1984; Hanski and
Gilpin 1991). However, the more widely accepted view of
emigration behavior is that species should exhibit a positive relationship between conspeciﬁc density and emigration (1DDE; Amarasekare 2004; Bowler and Benton 2005;
Matthysen 2012), and many subsequent models incorporated this form of emigration (e.g., Pulliam 1988; Sæther
et al. 1999; Hovestadt and Poethke 2006). Alternative forms
of density-dependent emigration (DDE), including negative density-dependent emigration (2DDE) and nonlinear forms such as U-shaped density-dependent emigration
(uDDE) and hump-shaped density-dependent emigration
(hDDE), are theoretically plausible (see ﬁg. 1) but have received almost no attention in the literature (but see Amarasekare 2004).
Although DIE and 1DDE are widely reported in the literature, there has not been a systematic review that examines the breadth and frequency of DDE forms that
occur in nature. Moreover, we know very little about the
population-dynamic consequences of 2DDE (but see Sæther et al. 1999; Amarasekare 2004; Matthysen 2005; Rodrigues and Johnstone 2014), uDDE, and hDDE forms.
Our study has three objectives. First, we describe each form
of DDE in ﬁgure 1, provide biologically plausible explanations for its occurrence, and, where possible, report what is
known about its population-dynamic consequences. Second, we conduct an extensive review of the published literature that examined the relationship between conspeciﬁc
density and emigration from a patch and assessed the range
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Figure 1: Hypothetical forms of the density-emigration relationship, including density-independent emigration (DIE), positive density-dependent
emigration (1DDE), negative density-dependent emigration (2DDE), U-shaped density-dependent emigration (uDDE), and hump-shaped density dependent emigration (hDDE).

and frequency of different forms of DDE. Last, we develop
a simple and ﬂexible modeling framework based on reactiondiffusion equations to assess how the different forms of
DDE affect population dynamics for a one-dimensional
single-patch system with a matrix that has one of three hostility levels. Our intention with this model is to illustrate
how each form of DDE can potentially inﬂuence the minimum patch size for population persistence, generate Allee
effects, and affect population stability.
Objective 1: Forms of Density-Dependent Emigration
The evolution of 1DDE (ﬁg. 1) has been attributed to the
population beneﬁts of avoiding inbreeding and intraspeciﬁc competition (Hamilton and May 1977; Travis et al.
1999; Handley and Perrin 2007). As such, nongregarious
species are expected to exhibit 1DDE (Bowler and Benton
2005), as they receive little beneﬁt from group living. Mathematical models predict that 1DDE decreases the extinction probability in spatiotemporally variable environments
(Amarasekare 2004). Theoretically, in nonstable environments, current patch quality does not determine future offspring value because resources are likely to change, leading
to resource competition at high densities and promoting
the evolution of 1DDE strategies (Rodrigues and Johnstone 2014). Positive DDE may increase mean per capita
ﬁtness (Hovestadt et al. 2010), partially because the form
promotes population growth in small populations, as dispersal probability is low (Amarasekare 2004).
In contrast, 2DDE results in fewer individuals leaving
at high densities (ﬁg. 1), suggesting some beneﬁt for spe-

cies living in a group (Bowler and Benton 2005; Serrano
et al. 2005; Kim et al. 2009; Matthysen 2012). Gregarious
behavior in a population can underlie an Allee effect (Allee
et al. 1949; Donahue 2006; Cantrell and Cosner 2007) and
is often a consequence of the beneﬁts of group living outweighing the costs of increased intraspeciﬁc competition,
such as instances where conspeciﬁc attraction increases
the chance of ﬁnding a mate (for a review, see Gascoigne
et al. 2009), extra-pair mating opportunities (Serrano et al.
2005), defense against predators (Hammill et al. 2015), or
foraging success (Kim et al. 2009). Under 2DDE, the species is not expected to be resource limited at high density,
but if it is, uDDE should arise (see below). With 2DDE,
population stability at the patch level has been shown to increase with an increase in growth rate (Sæther et al. 1999).
Last, 2DDE is likely to evolve in stable environments with
constant habitat quality, as individuals residing in highquality patches will constantly produce offspring with high
ﬁtness that are unlikely to leave at high densities (Rodrigues
and Johnstone 2014).
Positive and negative DDE have distinct populationdynamic consequences at the metapopulation or regional
scale. Positive DDE species have a greater chance of establishing a new population, as they are less likely to leave a
previously unoccupied patch while their densities are low
(Sæther et al. 1999). Therefore, 1DDE species are expected
to have a larger range than 2DDE species, but range expansion may be faster in 2DDE than 1DDE species, as
the former species emigrate more readily from unfavorable
habitats that predominately contain low population densities (Altwegg et al. 2013). Range speed may also increase,
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as 2DDE is more likely to evolve low dispersal costs and
consequently higher dispersal rates (Rodrigues and Johnstone 2014). Conversely, the 1DDE relationship will be
the strongest when the cost of dispersal is greatest (Travis
et al. 1999). Over the entire metapopulation, 2DDE species should have a higher probability of local population
extinctions, as individuals are more likely to leave the patch
when densities are low; however, in the small range of
occupied patches, extinction risk will be reduced (Sæther
et al. 1999).
Very little attention has been given to nonlinear forms
of density-dependent emigration, despite early recognition
of its potential importance (e.g., Johst and Brandl 1997;
Travis et al. 1999). For uDDE, the initial negative slope and
high emigration rate at low density can be caused by the
same factors that promote an Allee effect (Allee et al. 1949;
Kim et al. 2009; Matthysen 2012; Altwegg et al. 2013). However, at high densities the negative effects of conspeciﬁc density, such as competition, encourage emigration. This combination of unfavorable effects of density has been noted in
blue footed boobies (Kim et al. 2009) and strains of ciliated
protozoa Tetrahymena thermophila that are highly aggregative (Jacob et al. 2016).
Last, hDDE has not been considered in any theoretical
treatise. Biologically, this form could exist when the beneﬁts of living in small and large groups are greater than
intermediate-sized groups. For example, small groups may
be less noticeable to predators, while larger groups may
be more defensible; thus, intermediate-sized populations
are less advantageous. With some genetic strains of ciliates, Jacob et al. (2016) found 1DDE at low to intermediate
density levels, but in larger populations emigration was reduced, potentially owing to bottlenecks in the movement
through narrow corridors.

Objective 2: Presence of DDE Forms in the Literature
Methods
We compiled a database of emigration studies that were
found in the Web of Science (http://www.webofknowledge
.com). The search included all records in the database up
to January 2, 2019. We used the search terms “density
dependent dispersal,” “density dependent emigration,”
“density independent emigration,” “density independent
dispersal,” and “dispersal” plus “density.” Review articles
and relevant references from the collected articles were
also searched. Articles were retained from the database if
they (1) included data on emigration, (2) were empirically
based (either experimental or observational), (3) used two
or more conspeciﬁc density levels, and (4) had a study organism that engaged in active dispersal. We retained studies with only two density levels, but we acknowledge that
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those cases necessarily preclude the detection of nonlinear
DDE (e.g., uDDE and hDDE). Although passive dispersal
(e.g., transport by wind or water currents) can be density
dependent (e.g., Kellner and Hubbell 2018; Sugiyama et al.
2018), we focused our study on species whose individuals
make their own decision on when to leave on the basis of
local density, patch size, boundary conditions, matrix composition, and so on.
Our Web of Science search yielded 115 articles on the
relationship between conspeciﬁc density and emigration.
Several of these articles included data for more than one
species or multiple tests for the same species (e.g., for different age classes or stages, different sexes, or in response
to different environmental contexts). For articles that subjected species to different treatments and reported more
than one form of DDE, we treated each type of DDE for
that species as an independent replicate in our analysis.
We did this because we were most interested in the range
of DDE forms, and averaging within a species could be
misleading. Based on these criteria, we had 145 studies of
DDE (see the appendix, available online).
Among the case studies, emigration was quantiﬁed in a
number of ways: as the proportion leaving the patch (76%
of studies), dispersal distance (18%), genetic relatedness
(3%), and proportion of alates or macropters (3%). The
proportion emigrating from a patch is a direct measurement of the emigration rate, and although it is the metric
most often used, these other measurements are often regarded as good proxies for emigration. Dispersal distance
is often used with species that emigrate from the natal habitat (e.g., from a nest; Molina-Morales et al. 2012). The
genetics of a population measures DDE by calculating the
relatedness of the individuals among patches (e.g., Van
Hooft et al. 2008) or the distance separating full siblings
(e.g., Derosier et al. 2007). Last, in some insects the proportion of long-winged individuals (macropters) in a population can be used as an index of dispersal capability (Denno
et al. 2001). The production of macropters has been positively correlated with conspeciﬁc density in a number of insect species (e.g., Strong and Stiling 1983; Poniatowski and
Fartmann 2011).
For each study, the relationship between emigration and
density was assigned to one of ﬁve DDE forms: DIE,
1DDE, 2DDE, uDDE, or hDDE. Assignment was based
on the authors’ demonstration of a statistical relationship
between density and emigration (e.g., regression, ANOVA,
general linear mixed model). Unless the authors had already done so, if there were three or more density levels, we
reanalyzed the data to test for nonlinearities in the densityemigration relationship. In all such cases (n p 40), we
extracted the data from the original ﬁgures and analyzed
the relationship between density and emigration using a
nested set of predictor variables (constant only, constant 1
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density, constant 1 density 1 density2). The Akaike information criterion corrected for small sample size (AICc)
was used to choose the best model to explain variation in
emigration and therefore determine the most likely form
of DDE. The model with the smallest AICc value was
deemed best, but all competing models with an AICc value
within 2 of the best model were considered to have substantial support (Burnham et al. 2011). The analyses were
performed using the statistical package mcmcplots in
RStudio (RStudio Team 2016). Seven of the cases were
reclassiﬁed as either uDDE or hDDE on the basis of this
model selection procedure. The appendix and supplemental PDF identify which cases we found a different
form of DDE than reported by the authors.
Quadratic regression is not a rigorous method for determining whether a relationship is truly U- or humped-shaped
as opposed to being monotonically concave or convex (Simonsohn 2018). For the above seven reclassiﬁed cases and
four of the six cases originally classiﬁed as hDDE and
uDDE (we could not obtain the raw data for two cases),
we used the Robin Hood algorithm proposed by Simonsohn
(2018) that estimates two regression lines and tests whether
there is a signiﬁcant sign change between the slopes.
Similar to the review by Sibly et al. (2005) that explored
the relationship between density and the per capita population growth rate, we also examined whether the form of
DDE varied with taxonomic group. Species were grouped
according to broad taxonomic classes (insect, mammal,
bird, ﬁsh, reptile, other invertebrate, and microorganism).
Because of low sample size, reptiles (n p 4 cases) were not
included in subsequent taxonomic statistical analyses. We
also assessed whether the frequency of each form of DDE
differed between observational or experimental studies and
whether the number of density levels or the range of densities inﬂuenced the detection of any particular form of
DDE. For the density range, we took the ratio of the highest
and lowest densities in the study. Finally, because of low
sample sizes, all nonlinear forms of DDE, including uDDE
and hDDE, were combined into the category “nonlinear”
for methodological comparisons (number of densities, study
method, and density ratio).
To evaluate whether the proportion of each DDE form
varied signiﬁcantly with taxonomic group or study methods (observational/experimental), we used separate Pearson’s x2 tests for independence with Monte Carlo simulations of 10,000 iterations. Differences among DDE forms
in the number of density levels and density ratio were assessed with generalized linear models. To account for the
right-skewed data and excess of low values, the error distribution was deﬁned as negative binomial. x2 statistical analyses were performed with RStudio. The generalized linear
models were analyzed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute,
Cary, NC). Proc GLIMMIX and all other analyses were

performed with JMP version 14 (SAS Institute). Figures
were created using JMP.
Results
Overall, the 145 case studies of DDE spanned a wide range
of taxa, including insects (43%), mammals (15%), birds
(16%), ﬁsh (8%), invertebrates (10%), microorganisms (6%),
and reptiles (2%). As predicted, the majority of cases exhibited 1DDE (36%) or DIE (30%) forms. Interestingly,
2DDE was reported in 25% of the cases. Finally, 6% and
3% of the cases were classiﬁed as uDDE and hDDE, respectively. These nonlinear forms of DDE have been reported
only since 2009; however, four cases of uDDE and hDDE
predating 2009 were reclassiﬁed by us (see the appendix).
Following more rigorous testing using the Robin Hood
method of Simonsohn (2018), we could conﬁrm only one
case of uDDE (Maag et al. 2018) and two cases of hDDE
(Jacob et al. 2016; Chatelain and Mathieu 2017; table S2;
tables A1, S1–S3 are available online).
We found no evidence that the frequencies of different
forms of DDE varied among taxonomic group (x220 p
19:81, P p :47; ﬁg. 2). However, the frequencies of each
form of DDE did depend on whether the study was observational or experimental (38% and 62% of all studies,
respectively). Cases reporting DIE and 1DDE were significantly more likely to be experimental than observational:
72% of the cases of DIE and 69% of the cases of 1DDE
occurred in experimental studies (for DIE, x21 p 19:36,
P ! :0001; for 1DDE, x21 p 14:44, P p :0001). Conversely, 58% of 2DDE cases were observational studies
(x21 p 4:0, P p :046). Finally, the 13 nonlinear cases had
methods equally shared between observational (43%) and
experimental (57%) methods (x21 p 0:98, P p :32).
Among the 145 case studies in our review, the number of
densities or density levels were often quite low. Twentytwo percent of the cases had only two densities, and an additional 21% had three. Not surprisingly, observational
studies averaged more than twice as many densities as the
experimental studies (14:453:1 [median, 7.0] vs. 5:95
0:7 [median, 3.5]; F 1, 129 p 29:2, P ! :001; ﬁg. 3). Additionally, the range of densities, measured as the ratio of the
highest to the lowest density, was 1.2 times greater for observational studies (21:456:0 [median, 6.3]) than experimental studies (17:654:0 [median, 6.0]; F 1, 121 p 29:9,
P ! :001; ﬁg. 3). The number of densities was signiﬁcantly
different among DDE forms (F 3, 127 p 5:66, P p :001;
ﬁg. 3), with cases of DIE (5:250:6 [median, 5.0]) utilizing a third of the densities of cases of nonlinear DDE
(14:356:8 [median, 4.0]) and half the densities of cases
of 1DDE (8:351:4 [median, 4.0]) and 2DDE (11:05
3:1 [median, 5.0]). The number of densities was also significantly higher for nonlinear DDE cases than 1DDE cases
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Figure 2: Mosaic representing the percentage of each density-emigration form within taxonomic group. Numbers represent the number of
cases within each category. The width of each column represents the proportion of each taxon among all cases. The density-emigration forms
include density-independent (DIE), positive (1DDE), negative (2DDE), and nonlinear forms (U-shaped, hump-shaped, and all forms with a
signiﬁcant quadratic term in the model combined).

(P p :05). DIE cases also utilized a narrower range of densities than the other DDE forms (F 3, 119 p 5:77, P p :001;
ﬁg. 3). Studies with DIE had a high density–to–low density
ratio of 9:152:6 (median, 4.0). Studies with 1DDE, 2DDE,
and the nonlinear forms had a ratio of 25:757:8 (median,
7.5), 17:354:1 (median, 8.0), and 24:258:0 (median,
16.0), respectively (ﬁg. 3).

Objective 3: Population Dynamics of DDE
Methods
Although a wide range of DDE forms are evident in nature, little is known about the long-term population consequences for populations that exhibit each form. To illustrate the key differences in population persistence and
minimum patch size between the DDE forms, we mathematically analyzed a theoretical population model based on
the reaction-diffusion framework. Our ﬂexible one-patch

model allows patch size, boundary condition, and matrix
hostility to vary with a deﬁned form of DDE (ﬁg. 4). This approach is not an exhaustive analysis of the local populationdynamic consequences of different forms of DDE; however, we demonstrate, with a broadly applicable model, that
the form of DDE can have important consequences for
within-patch population dynamics, such as population persistence in patches that meet a minimum patch size (Schultz
and Crone 2005).
Edge permeability can be dependent on the matrix surrounding the patch (Reeve et al. 2008), as matrix degradation increases mortality of dispersers (Maciel and Lutscher
2013); therefore, we utilize three matrix hostility levels
to assess population persistence. First, we consider a onedimensional patch Q p (0, ℓ) surrounded by a hostile matrix, where ℓ 1 0 represents the patch size. The model is
based on a derivation given in Cronin et al. (2019) and the
references therein. Here, u(t, x) represents the density of
a theoretical population (u) inhabiting patch Q, with the
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Figure 3: Box-and-whisker plots for the number of density levels and density range for experimental and observational methods as well as for
the different forms of density-dependent emigration (DDE; density independent [DIE], positive [1DDE], negative [2DDE], and all nonlinear
forms combined). Each boxplot shows the median (horizontal bar) and the 25% and 75% quantiles (ends of the box). Whiskers are51.5 (range
between the 25% and 75% quantiles). Gray points are the raw data.

variable t representing time and x representing spatial location. The model is then

u
, t 1 0, x ∈ Q,
ut p Duxx 1 ru 1 2
K
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S 0 D0
∂u
Dai (u) 1
[1 2 ai (u)]u p 0, t 1 0, x ∈ ∂Q,
k
∂h
ð1Þ
where the parameter D is the diffusion rate inside the
patch, D0 is the diffusion rate in the matrix surrounding
the patch, S0 is the death rate in the matrix, ai : [0, ∞) →
[0, 1] encodes the DDE relationship as a function of organism density that outputs the probability that an organism remains in the patch on reaching the boundary
(∂Q) with i p 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 depending on the densityemigration relationship, and k is a parameter encapsulating

assumptions (see Cronin et al. 2019) regarding the patch/
matrix interface, such as movement behavior. Also, ∂u=∂h
represents the outward normal derivative of u, and the reaction term is standard logistic growth with intrinsic growth
rate r and carrying capacity K of the population inside the
patch, Q. The parameters D, D0, S0, r, K, and k are always positive. The dynamics of equation (1) with constant ai and
k p 1 are well known (see, e.g., Cantrell and Cosner 2003).
Following a standard nondimensionalization, equation (1) becomes
D
ut p 2 uxx 1 u(1 2 u), t 1 0, x ∈ Q0 ,
rℓ
ð2Þ
∂u
ai (u) 1 ℓg[1 2 ai (u)]u p 0, t 1 0, x ∈ ∂Q0 ,
∂h
where the patch size ℓ is now present as a parameter inside
the model, Q0 p (0, 1), u(t, x) now measures a percentage
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Figure 4: Graphic representation of the primary variables incorporated into the one-patch model used to create the bifurcation-stability
curves for each form of density-dependent emigration (DDE).

of the carrying capacity K, t has been scaled by the intrinsic
growth rate r, and g p (S0 D0 )1=2 =(Dk) describes the hostility of the matrix where g ≈ 0 implies a low level of hostility and g ≫ 1 implies a situation where an organism
faces almost immediate mortality upon entering the matrix. Last, through the nondimensionalization process, k
has an impact only on the interpretation of the matrix hostility, g, and does not qualitatively change the bifurcationstability curves resulting from the model. Using these important parameters found in equation (2), we can illustrate
the potential dynamical differences between the DDE forms
in a clear, generalizable reaction-diffusion model.
To assess the effects of different DDE forms on the persistence of a population with dynamics that are governed
by equation (1), ﬁve ai(u) functions were selected, with
a1(u), a2(u), a3(u), a4(u), and a5(u) representing DIE,
1DDE, 2DDE, uDDE, and hDDE, respectively (for details, see the supplemental PDF, available online). Each
ai(0) value is designed so that any corresponding differences in the results are due only to the density-emigration
relationship. We then employed an adaptation of the timemap analysis method given in Foneska et al. (2019) to study
the structure of positive steady-state solutions of equation (2), that is, the conditions under which population
persistence is possible. An algorithm was written in Mathematica version 11.2 (Wolfram Research) to generate bifurcation curves based on this method, which depicts the
structure of positive steady states (i.e., population persistence) of equation (2) as the main parameters patch size,
ℓ, and matrix hostility, g, are varied. The time-map analysis
method and resulting bifurcation curves provide a complete picture of the number and types of positive steady
states for equation (2).

To augment these bifurcation curves, we performed a
linearized stability analysis of the trivial steady state of population extinction, u(x) ≡ 0, and determined the stability
properties of this state, including the location of the state’s
change from stable to unstable, based on the parameters in
the model. Furthermore, we employed the time-map analysis method and Mathematica version 11.2 (Wolfram Research) to computationally determine the actual proﬁle of
each steady state. A linearized stability analysis was then
used on these steady-state proﬁles to numerically estimate
the stability properties of each steady state. The ﬁnal product of this analysis is a bifurcation-stability curve of the
patch size ℓ versus the maximum value of the steady-state
proﬁles with an indication of whether each steady state is
stable or unstable for each ﬁxed g (matrix hostility). Note
that all stable steady states are asymptotically stable.
Results
We ﬁxed values for the intrinsic growth rate, r, and patch
diffusion rate, D, and produced bifurcation-stability curves
for three scenarios: (1) low matrix hostility g ≈ 0, (2) intermediate matrix hostility, and (3) high matrix hostility
g ≫ 1. The scenarios of low matrix hostility (see the supplemental PDF) and intermediate hostility (ﬁg. 5) yielded
qualitatively similar model predictions.
In all cases of matrix hostility, there is a minimum patch
size, denoted as ℓ * , for each of the forms of DDE. For any
patch with a size larger than ℓ * , the model predicts that any
nonnegative initial density proﬁle will tend to a positive
steady state as time t → ∞ and lead to unconditional persistence. Depending on the form of DDE and patch size,
the steady state may be precariously close to zero, and
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Figure 5: Bifurcation-stability curve of population persistence within an intermediate hostility matrix. Solid curves indicate stable steady states,
and dashed curves indicate unstable steady states. The density-emigration forms include density independent (DIE), positive (1DDE), negative
(2DDE), U-shaped (uDDE), and hump-shaped (hDDE). Note that the scaling of the X-axis differs among density-dependent emigration forms
to more clearly show Allee and bistability regimes.

the local population may be prone to extinction given a
large enough stochastic event that negatively affects the
population. For patches whose size is below the minimum
patch size ℓ * , population persistence depends on the densityemigration relationship and proximity of the actual patch
size to ℓ * . In all cases of matrix hostility, sufﬁciently small
patches are predicted to become extinct (u ≡ 0) and patch
sizes greater than p are predicted to have unconditional
persistence, as there is enough core size to ensure that
the effects of the hostile matrix are mitigated. Speciﬁcally,

for a hostile matrix (ﬁg. 6), there is no change in the minimum patch size between the DDE forms.
For both a low (supplemental PDF) and an intermediate (ﬁg. 5) hostility matrix, for DIE, 1DDE, and hDDE,
ℓ * is exactly the minimum patch size for the population to
persist. Below this threshold patch size, successful colonization would not be possible and the population would
become extinct. For patches whose size is greater than ℓ * ,
the model predicts unconditional persistence for any positive initial density proﬁle. However, populations with patch

Figure 6: Bifurcation-stability curve of population persistence within a high-hostility matrix. Solid curves indicate stable steady states. The densityemigration forms include density independent (DIE), positive (1DDE), negative (2DDE), U-shaped (uDDE), and hump-shaped (hDDE).
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sizes below ℓ * but sufﬁciently close to ℓ * have conditional persistence. The model predicts an Allee effect for patches with
this size range (Allee effect regime) for the 2DDE and uDDE
forms. An Allee effect arises in a reaction-diffusion model
whenever the trivial state (zero population size) and a positive steady state are both stable with at least one unstable
state separating the basin of attraction for these stable states.
For patches whose size is below the Allee effect regime, the
model predicts population extinction. In patches with larger
size, a monostability regime exists with predictions of unconditional persistence.
When matrix hostilities are low (supplemental PDF)
and intermediate (ﬁg. 5), populations with 2DDE forms
are predicted to exhibit bistability in patches with sizes
larger than ℓ * but sufﬁciently close to it. Likewise, a similar
bistability region exists in the case of hDDE for patches
with sizes slightly larger than ℓ * . The bistability region predicts two positive steady states that are stable, with an unstable state partitioning the basin of attraction for these
stable states.
For a high hostility matrix, the theoretical organism has
a high probability of dying on leaving the patch. Within
this severe environment, the model predicts a minimum
patch size ℓ * (ℓ * ≈ 2:7; ﬁg. 6) that is the same for each of
the forms of DDE and is larger than each of the intermediate and low hostility matrix landscapes. However, for
patches with sizes greater than ℓ * , the model predicts population persistence. In such a high hostility matrix, the
model predicts very little dynamical differences between
density-emigration forms.
Discussion
Ecological theory has been rather limited in its view of how
density inﬂuences emigration. Although our literature review conﬁrmed that 1DDE and DIE are the most common
forms of density-dependent emigration (36% and 30% of
the cases, respectively), 2DDE accounted for 25% of the
cases, and nonlinear forms (uDDE and hDDE) accounted
for another 9% of the cases. Importantly, our models suggest
that these nonparadigmatic forms of DDE (2DDE, uDDE,
and hDDE) can cause interesting and complex within-patch
dynamics that are not observed when considering only traditional forms of DDE. Speciﬁcally, our models reveal the
possibility of Allee effects that can cause a decrease in minimum patch size, allow populations to persist in very small
patches, and cause populations to suddenly crash if the
patch is further reduced in area. Forms of DDE that have
negative density-dependent emigration at high densities
(2DDE and hDDE) can also have two steady states within
smaller patches.
We suggest that negative and nonlinear forms of DDE
are more common than our literature review has revealed.
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Studies tend to use very few density levels, particularly experimental studies. In fact, 22% of the 145 studies used only
two density levels, thus precluding the detection of nonlinear DDE. Another 21% of the studies used only three density levels, the absolute minimum number needed to detect
nonlinearities in the density-emigration relationship. Necessarily because of the replicated nature of experimental
studies, the number of density levels is often small. In the
case of our literature review, experimental studies used
one-half as many density levels as observational studies, with
a median of only 3.5 density levels. Furthermore, our analysis
of the literature revealed that studies reporting evidence
for DIE had a density range, measured as the ratio of the
highest to the lowest density level, that was one-half the
range used to detect the other forms of DDE. The ability to
detect density dependence in any of its forms (e.g., densitydependent per capita growth) has long been known to be
limited by sample size, number of densities, or range of
densities (e.g., Hassell 1986; Fowler et al. 2006). Of course,
these methodological limitations have been recognized by
those who study species emigration. For example, the Glanville fritillary butterﬂy (Melitaea cinxia) was reported as
having both 2DDE and 1DDE (Kuussaari et al. 1996;
Kuussaari et al. 1998). By combining results from these
two studies and effectively expanding the density range,
Enfjall and Leimar (2005) concluded that uDDE was a better ﬁt for this species. Clearly, future observational studies
and experiments should include a broader range and number of densities to better characterize this relationship.
Models have predicted that 2DDE creates unstable
populations in which population density is poorly regulated and thus unlikely in nature (Wolff 1997; Amarasekare
2004). Despite this theoretical disadvantage to populations,
2DDE was found in one-fourth of the studies. At least over
a portion of the density range, 2DDE is expected for species actively engaged in group living (Bowler and Benton
2005; Kim et al. 2009; Matthysen 2012). Intuitively, we
would expect that as the density of a gregarious species
gets too high, increased rates of emigration should follow
(i.e., uDDE). Examples of a gregarious species exhibiting
2DDE include the sociable weaver (Philetairus socius; Altwegg et al. 2014) and prairie voles (Microtus ochrogaster;
Smith and Batzli 2006). In another interesting example,
Jacob et al. (2016) established genetic lines of the ciliated
protozoa Tetrahymena thermophile that displayed either
low, medium, or high degrees of aggregation. Those lines
exhibited hDDE, 2DDE, and uDDE, respectively. We attempted to explore whether gregarious species were predisposed to exhibiting 2DDE or uDDE. However, for many
species it was impossible to categorize them in a binary way
as either solitary or gregarious, and there was insufﬁcient
information from the literature to divide them by degree
of gregariousness.
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In addition to life-history effects on DDE (see above),
the form of DDE can also be phenotypically plastic and a
function of predispersal conditions. For example, longer
exposure time to a higher number of conspeciﬁcs led to
stronger 2DDE in fruit ﬂies (Drosophila melanogaster;
Mishra et al. 2018). These high-density environments could
increase the stress of the individuals (Mishra et al. 2018)
or provide ample opportunity for mates (for a review, see
Kokko and Rankin 2006), decreasing emigration at high
densities. Also, trophic interactions can promote gregarious
behaviors, such as with the ciliate Paramecium aurelia, which
changed from 1DDE to 2DDE in the absence and presence of predator cues, respectively (Hammill et al. 2015).
This change in emigration strategy is theoretically dependent on the predator-induced increase in costs of dispersal
that outweigh the beneﬁts of emigrating (Hammill et al.
2015). However, this change in the form of DDE is likely
system dependent; the opposite result (1DDE) occurred
for the backswimmer Notonecta undulata when predator
cues were present (Baines et al. 2014).
Density-dependent emigration is an important factor
that affects population persistence (Anholt 1995; Hanski
1999). In our model, both DIE and 1DDE achieve a similar asymptotic stable state as patch size increases. This stability is inherent in standard population growth models
and allows for local population persistence as emigration
increases when densities reach carrying capacity (Dethier
1964). Populations near their carrying capacity would tend
to favor the occurrence of DIE and 1DDE and could explain why those two forms were found in two-thirds of
all of the cases we examined. Constant population persistence, however, is not universally found in nature (e.g.,
Turchin and Taylor 1992). Models have incorporated nonlinear density-dependent emigration, which can increase or
decrease population persistence times (Amarasekare 1998),
change minimum patch size (Colombo and Anteneodo
2018), and affect the stability of predator-prey systems
(Hauzy et al. 2010). To our knowledge, no other models
have examined completely convex or concave uDDE and
hDDE nonlinear response curves, which we show have more
complex ecological consequences than nonlinearity alone.
Alternative forms of DDE change the persistence of
populations within small patches with low to intermediate
matrix hostility. The Allee effect regime found in populations with 2DDE and uDDE allows populations to persist
in smaller patches than the other forms of DDE. However,
population persistence and reproductive success change
at minimum patch sizes (Butcher et al. 2010), particularly
for area-sensitive species (Qing et al. 2016). As only a large
population is able to persist in the Allee effect patches in
our model, colonization by few individuals is unlikely to
create a new population in these tiny patches. Divided populations from a newly fragmented large patch are the most

likely inhabitants, which is why anthropogenic fragmentation is one of the leading causes of demographic Allee effects found in populations (Courchamp et al. 2008). The
Allee effect is often connected with gregarious species that
receive a beneﬁt from cohorts (Kramer et al. 2018). Interspeciﬁcally, the Allee effect has been shown to induce
multistability in predator-prey systems (Dhiman and Poria
2018). Although Allee effects are considered widespread,
have been found in many taxa (Dennis et al. 2016), and
could become more commonplace as our global climate
warms (Kramer et al. 2018; Berec 2019), little empirical
work has examined how Allee effects are directly caused
by dispersal and habitat alteration (Kramer et al. 2009).
Dispersal between populations with strong Allee effects
allows for population persistence (Wang 2016); however,
populations in patches that are close to the minimum
patch size are likely to crash because of stochastic events
or minute decreases in the size of the patch. This has dire
consequences for conservation biology, as populations that
appear to have high ﬁtness may suddenly become extinct
once they hit the extinction threshold in our model.
Similarly, the negative slope of 2DDE and uDDE changes
the reaction norm and produces bistability regimes that
allow the organism to colonize and persist at a much lower
density level than the other DDE forms. The different attractors create alternative stable states and can create great
ﬂuctuations in population abundance that can result in
population extinction (Sutherland 1990; Petraitis and Dudgeon 1999). Most empirical work with alternate stable
states has been performed with passive dispersing plants
(e.g., Bertness et al. 2002) or examining entire ecosystem
shifts (e.g., Van De Koppel et al. 2001; van de Leemput
et al. 2016). There is some empirical evidence of population bistability in either gregarious or 2DDE species, such
as the southern pine beetle (Martinson et al. 2013), IndoPaciﬁc sea urchin (Han 2016), and Daphnia (Nelson et al.
2001); however, emigration has not been directly connected
to alternative stable states. This may be due to the lack of
appropriately conducted studies, the majority of which focus on environmental changes as a treatment and do not
report dispersal (for a review, see Schroder et al. 2005) or
studies that focus on pest eradication instead of population
persistence (e.g., Martinson et al. 2013).
The scale at which the study is performed can determine
the density-emigration relationship measured. For example, in peregrine falcons (Falco peregrinus) natal dispersal
distance was density independent at local scales but negatively related to density on a regional scale (Morton et al.
2018). A limited spatial scale may exclude long-distance
dispersers, resulting in altered density-emigration relationships (Morton et al. 2018). Additionally, density may be
heterogeneous across a landscape, and these differences in
population density may affect dispersal decisions (Bitume
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et al. 2013) or promote aggregation only in highly suitable
habitats (e.g., damselﬂies; Allen and Thompson 2010) that
could lead to a false positive for 2DDE. Finally, densitydependent dispersal decisions (e.g., avoidance of inbreeding or competition) may differ as costs and beneﬁts of dispersing vary with spatial scale (Bowler and Benton 2005).
However, few studies have examined density dependence
at various spatial scales (but see Bowler and Benton 2005;
Kim et al. 2009; Morton et al. 2018).
For some species, the decision to emigrate may depend
on exploratory forays into the matrix. If “foray loops” are
common, as some studies with butterﬂies, birds, and mammals suggest (e.g., Rivera et al. 1998; Roper et al. 2003;
Conradt and Roper 2006), experiments that immediately
remove individuals that exit the patch may overestimate
emigration and predict spurious forms of DDE. Based on
our literature survey, 14% of the experimental studies
used this approach (appendix; 6 cases of DIE, and 7 cases
of 1DDE). If the goal is to characterize the densityemigration relationship, we recommend allowing foray loops
to occur or documenting that they are uncommon.
Many patch- or regional-level DDE models do not consider matrix hostility, but the choice to emigrate, and thus
population persistence, can be dependent on the quality of
the matrix (Roland et al. 2000; Cronin and Haynes 2004;
Cronin 2007). In high-hostility matrices, each of the DDE
bifurcation-stability curves has unconditional persistence,
which is partially due to the high mortality in the matrix
greatly decreasing the chance that emigrating individuals
will reenter the patch. Additionally, the minimum patch
size is greater in patches surrounded by a more hostile matrix due to a greater edge effect. The decrease in patch area
creates a decrease in the percentage of the patch that is unaffected by the edge due to the ratio of edge to patch area
(Laurance 1991), ecologically creating a smaller patch despite the area (Fagan et al. 1999). As a more hostile matrix
creates a stronger edge, the core of the patch correspondingly must be larger for a population to persist. However,
once a core density is reached, population persistence is
stable (Cronin 2009) and there is little need for rescue from
other populations.
The alternative forms of DDE create metapopulations
that have more diverse interactions. In 2DDE and hDDE,
the innate Allee effect can decrease the rate of range expansion, creating a stable range (Amarasekare 1998; Wang
2016). As habitat is increasingly becoming more fragmented,
the ability of populations to persist in smaller patches (as
seen with 2DDE and hDDE) may decrease the likelihood
of metapopulation extinction. These small patches can then
be used as stepping-stones, which are crucial for longdistance range expansion (Saura et al. 2014), especially
for 2DDE species that are more likely to emigrate at low
densities. A highly hostile matrix, however, will minimize
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the chances of rescue or colonization of patches, which will
increase chances of extinction (Vandermeer and Carvajal
2001) and decrease range expansion speed. Last, change
in the strength of the Allee effect can change the rate of
range expansion, creating models that over- or underpredict the actual speed (Walter et al. 2017). Understanding
both environmental and intrinsic density-dependent factors will better predict the movement of invasive species
and metapopulation persistence in a fragmented landscape.
Conclusions
Although our literature review supports the view that
density-independent and positive density-dependent emigration should be most common in nature, we found negative density-dependent emigration in one-fourth of the
cases and nonlinear density dependence in another 9% of
the cases. Because studies often include few density levels
or focus on a relatively narrow range of densities, nonlinear
forms of DDE may have gone undetected. Methods that
incorporate a greater number and range of density treatments in addition to using more rigorous nonlinear statistics could improve the chances of detecting these forms.
Primarily, research should focus on regression-based experimental designs that incorporate both very low densities
and those at and above carrying capacity. Life history (e.g.,
gregariousness) as well as different dispersal conditions
(e.g., temporal variability and environmental cues; Baines
et al. 2014; Hammill et al. 2015) should be addressed or
manipulated to assess plasticity in behaviors that might promote different forms of DDE. Last, statistics should incorporate not only quadratic analyses but also more ﬂexible models capable of detecting a wider range of nonlinear
forms, such as uDDE or hDDE (e.g., Simonsohn 2018). As
our simple analytical model suggests, understanding these
DDE forms can be critical for estimating population persistence, particularly in small patches. For example, rarely
considered forms of DDE (2DDE, uDDE, and hDDE)
yield Allee effects and bistability regimes that are not inherent in the more well-known forms of DDE (i.e., DIE and
1DDE). These new population dynamics can lead to important biological consequences, such as population extinction and changes in source-sink dynamics.
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“These favored regions, besides those of the Aru Islands, where birds of paradise also abound, are rich in vegetation beyond even the usual
fecundity of the tropics. Almost as unique, varied and lovely, are other forms of animal life—butterﬂies, dragon-ﬂies, lizards, insects great
and small, and countless tribes of the feathered race.” Figured: “Seleucides alba.” From “Some Birds of Paradise from New Guinea” by Geo. S.
Mead (The American Naturalist, 1894, 28:915–920).

